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N: I don’t think I know pretty much about traditional culture or.. or maybe I’ve seen or 
experienced about I don’t know what it is traditional, like yeyeah.. like comes to mind 
when I think of tradition Jogja culture is maybe just like a.. like eating in a warung or 
something.  

I thought that would be pretty traditional way of.. eating you know I think, but a.. I don’t 
know I feel like I haven’t um.. put like a label on what tradition is yet in terms of culture 
experience in Jogja so..  

 

R: Okay, so um.. did your buddy like provide the information, how did he explain 
about traditional culture here? Did he explain about this?  

N: I don’t think he’s really attached to um.. traditional culture as much as what it might 
be in a text book sense cause I feel like mainly the things he described about culture is 
from his own experience so like way he lives with his family so you know how it’s got 
you know four siblings, and they live at home altogether, and may have got dry tropical 
season like the wet season that kinda stuff and.. how.. cause um.. I asked him about a.. 
how is it going around if it’s raining all the time and you know.. explained you know 
about all motorcycles and raincoats and things so.. I don’t think um.. I really a.. like have 
much explanation of what tradition culture was, maybe.. because I feel like a.. it was 
more of like a..a.. holistic sort of explanation experience of like how like it’s now maybe 
in compare to what tradition culture is, yeah..  

 

R: Aand.. did he, um.. he probably told you like culture here in general? Did he? 

N: Yeyeyeah.. I think definitely a hundred percent he spoke about that.  

And I guess he just like he manages aa.. responded to my own questions and crazy about 
things and life skills elaborate about that kinda thing you know about how to be a.. like 
the social culture between man and women is more conservative like for example like 
um.. because he spoke about that cause I mentioned how back home things are very like 
um.. like openly I’d just say open like the relationship between men and women, where 
it’s here it’s more a.. like respectful I guess.  

It makes sense because of a.. I guess religion is religious difference.  

I guess I can sort of find the differences as well..  

 

R: Yeah,. That’s like one of the differences right? The differences between cultures 
from both countries. How did he explain to you about the similarities and 
differences, about indonesia and australia? Did he explain to like, oh we eat here by 
our hands or something like that? 

N: Well he did actuallly say that, like eating with our hands and things haha.. but um.. in 
terms of like compare to australia, he did most talk about australia like i don’t know much 
about indonesia when I first came.  

So it’s more like um.. i guess just kinda figure out where i don’t (unclear) were in that 
sense and, a.., really the only thing that I actually think of is that a bit about eating with 
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hands cause I remember asking about um.. cause I didn’t expect that much chopstick 
would be.. like wildly use in jogja, but it’s more like the spoon and fork.  

That was like really something different I’ve never been to a place where a spoon and 
fork is like.. it’s like knife and fork or just food.. spoon and fork that was something new 
so.. Yeah.. i guess that was like something that really strange out for me.  

 

R: Um.. so basically he did the explanation like we use our hands or something like 
that, right? 

N: Yeah.. 

 

R: Have you and your buddy ever experienced miscommunication like about topics 
that are sensitive? 

N: Okay I don’t think that’s ever been any like big, big time of miscommunication.  

I think maybe sometimes I wouldn’t be able to read or tell if he was um.. comfortable 
with something I wanted to do, cause I remember when we were first looking for a place 
to go we sort of a.. we went to one kos aand um..  

it was like quite nice quite good aand everyone we will live with cause other people in 
there, and buddies as well.  

A.. everything was quite good and some people putting down the down payments like 
saves and sells rooms except um.. a.. like for example Adam and I we were still thinking 
about going and get more places just to have like a comparison of the different things that 
we will book and I think at that stage  

a.. my buddy maybe didn’t quite understand why we wanted to do that if we already find 
the place we like so.. um..  

I guess that could come down as misunderstanding where was we.. it wasn’t we didn’t 
like the place we found, we just wanted to do see more.. like more of a.. tour of different 
accommodations and stuff so.. cause in the end we went to nine places hehe.. quite a lot. 

 

R: Wow.. how do you comply that? Like you know maybe it’s like a little 
miscommunication because you don’t really understand what he’s thinking and then 
he thinks about that too, so how do you like um..  

N: Read that as a miscommunication? 

 

R: Yeah.. 

N: I think it’s from um.. like body language.. 

 

R: Ohh.. 


